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Gratitude is one of the fruits of living from 
genuine happiness; at the same time, it arises from 
an inherent seed in our being, a seed that requires 
cultivation. There’s a quote by Meister Eckhart, the 
Christian mystic, that illustrates how important this 
quality is: “If the only prayer you said in your whole 
life was ‘thank you,’ that would suffice.” If we truly 
understood the depth of this teaching it would be all 
we’d need to know. 

What is gratitude? It’s sometimes 
defined as thankfulness or apprecia-
tion; it’s also described as a positive 
emotion or attitude in which we 
acknowledge something good that 
we have or will receive. But think 
about this—how often do we truly 
feel grateful? Perhaps we feel it when 
something we consider really good 
happens, but how grateful are we for the things 
we consider negative, or even the neutral things? 
For example, how grateful are we for something as 
simple and basic as each breath? How grateful are we 
for our capacity for loving kindness? How grateful 
are we for our journey of awakening, including the 
difficulties?

Gratitude is one of the essential aspects of being 
truly happy, because if we’re not grateful for what we 
have, we will always want life to be different from 
what it is—a demand which will surely guarantee 
our unhappiness.

There’s a Tibetan slogan that says “Be grateful  
to everyone.” 

What is this asking of us—because it clearly 
sounds unrealistic if not impossible? Are we  
supposed to be grateful for our roommate who 
doesn’t clean the sink, or to someone who verbally 
criticizes us?

Of course we are! Because from a practice point 

of view, whoever, or whatever, pushes us to our 
edge—to that place where we’re stuck, and beyond 
which we don’t want to go—it’s the exact place 
where most learning takes place. Let’s take the ex-
ample of the roommate who doesn’t clean the sink. 
Why should we be grateful? Because the roommate 
is pointing us to exactly where we’re stuck—in our 
judgments about how things should be, in our own 

righteousness, in our own fears.
How about with the person who 

criticizes us? Why should we be grate-
ful? Because we are able to address 
the hurt and fear that we would 
otherwise ignore—the very hurt and 
fear that prevent us from experienc-
ing happiness. But how often do we 
remember this—that these difficult 
situations are our teacher? Most of 

the time we’re caught believing in our own expecta-
tions, which is one of our prime detours from reality. 

When we expect someone to appreciate us, or to 
save us, or at least not to ctiticize us; or if we ex-
pect that life will go a particular way—say with our 
finances or our health—then we’re bound to experi-
ence disappointment rather than gratitude. In short, 
when we’re caught in the thought-based world of 
expectations, we will always experience the unhap-
piness of the thinking mind, which constantly tells us 
that the present moment is not what it should be.

Though gratitude is an invaluable quality, trying 
to make it a goal or an ideal to be achieved is rarely 
helpful. If we tell ourselves we should be grateful, 
we’re just creating another mental picture out of 
which we live, hoping that it will bring us happiness. 
But chasing after happiness doesn’t bring us happi-
ness; it only perpetuates the craving mind, and blocks 
any sense of real appreciation or gratitude for life. 

Gratitude
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It is, however, possible to cultivate gratefulness 
without making it into an ideal. Here are two prac-
tices that I’ve found very helpful that you might want 
to try. 

The first is called nightly reflection. Nightly 
reflection is a relaxed meditation that is done right 
before going to sleep. I do it lying on my back in 
bed with my hands folded on my stomach. The eyes 
can be open or closed. It’s best to do this at approxi-
mately the same time each night, and 
it’s especially important to do before 
getting too tired.

The intention of nightly reflec-
tion is to recall the main events of 
the day, starting with the first mem-
ory of the morning. During nightly 
reflection, it’s very important not to 
get pulled into thinking, analyzing, as-
sociating, or judging; the reflection is 
intended to just review—or observe 
in hindsight, as objectively as possi-
ble—what actually transpired. 

Once the review is finished, you 
ask yourself the question “What am 
I most grateful for?” And then the 
mind can pinpoint those experiences 
during the day for which you feel appreciation, even 
though you might not have acknowledged it at the 
time. By doing the nightly reflection regularly, we not 
only become more grateful during the meditation 
itself, but we also become more aware and receptive 
during the day. For example, we begin to notice that 
as we go through our daily routine, little positive mo-
ments are often not even acknowledged, or they are, 
at least, quickly forgotten. But as we become more 
attuned to what is actually happening during the day, 
these moments begin to stand out, and gratitude is 
more likely to arise in the present moment. 

Another practice to help cultivate gratitude is 
to periodically devote a whole day to slowing down 
and saying “thank you”—three breaths at a time—to 
everything that comes your way, no matter what. 

The instructions are quite simple: at various 
points throughout the day, you:

1. Pause—ceasing activity for the duration of 
just three breaths.

2. Breathe—bringing awareness to the breath—
feeling its texture.

3. Say “thank you”—opening to whatever is 
present in the moment.

One of the things that this practice shows us 
is how many things we’re not thankful for. Yet, the 
truth is, every time something irritates us or scares us, 
or displeases us in some way, we have the opportunity 
to learn where we place limitations on thankfulness. 
For example, when our expectations aren’t met and 

we feel disappointment—saying thank 
you allows us to see the expectations 
we might not have been aware of, the 
expectations out of which our disap-
pointment arises. And in seeing the 
dynamic clearly, it no longer dictates 
how we feel.

As we do the daylong practice 
of saying “thank you,” over time it 
begins to call forth gratitude from 
our inner fabric; and as we work 
with whatever gets in the way of real 
gratitude, a genuine sense of appre-
ciation tends to come forth naturally. 
Eventually, being present for three 
breaths of gratitude begins to feel 

like a refreshing drink of reality. We also realize that 
it’s possible to feel inwardly grateful (and genuinely 
happy) even when our outer life is not going well. 

These two exercises—nightly reflection and a day 
of saying “thank you”—allow us to slowly (and, per-
haps, begrudgingly) drop the story line of “me,” of what 
I want, so that the wonder and delight of our basic 
gratitude becomes a natural part of how we live. 

Edited from Beyond Happiness: A Zen Way to
True Contentment, by Ezra Bayda
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2011 Schedule

Application Instructions
Circle the sesshin for which you are applying.

Please print clearly to avoid delay in processing your application, and please fill out this form completely.

Mail in form no earlier than the mail-in date above, marked: Attention Sesshin Coordinator to the address below. The  
postmark will be entered as the application date. Please wait to make air reservations until your application has been  
confirmed. We will notify you as soon as decisions have been made. If you haven’t heard from us exactly one month  
before the sesshin begins, please contact the Center.

Please note: Applications cannot be considered unless a check for sesshin fees is included. Make checks payable to the  
Zen Center of San Diego. Mail to: 2047 Felspar St., San Diego, CA 92109-3551.

Arrival/Departure 
Schedule

Arrive by 6:30 pm the first night,  
unless this is your first sesshin.  
Newcomers please arrive in time  
for orientation, which begins at  
4:30 pm. A light snack will be  
available the first evening.

Last day will end about 3:00 pm. 

Agreement
I agree to maintain a daily sitting practice from the time of this application through the sesshin. I will participate  
in the entire schedule, including interviews, sittings, meals, work, and any assigned tasks. I will be on time for all  
activities. I understand that my physical, mental, and emotional well-being are my own responsibility. Zen practice  
is not a substitute for therapy. I am capable of undertaking the rigors of a sesshin at this time. I am seeking medical  
or therapeutic treatment for any condition(s) I have, and have revealed all pertinent information on this form. I will  
sign a waiver releasing ZCSD from accident and injury liability.

 __________________________________________________     __________________________________________________ 
Name (please print legibly)                                                                                               Signature

Sesshin Schedule and Application

Sesshin Dates Length Member Non-Member Mail-In Date for Application

April 18–23 5-day $150 $175 February 18

June 16–19 3-day $90 $105 April 16

August 9–14 5-day $150 $175 June 10

October 14–17 
(Questhaven)

3-day $175 $200 August 15

December 26–31 5-day $150 $175 October 10

Contact/Personal Information

Name  ______________________________________________________________________________ Age _______ Gender _____

Address  ____________________________________________________ City _______________________ State ____ Zip _______

Phone _____________________________________________e-mail ___________________________________________________

Emergency contact (must be blood relative or spouse): Name  _______________________________________________________

Relationship  ___________________________________________________________ Phone ______________________________

Have you ever attended sesshins at ZCSD? ___Yes ___ No    This will be my ___1st ___ 2nd ___ 3rd ___ + sesshin at ZCSD

Date/location/teacher of your most recent sesshin _________________________________________________________________

Work Skills (circle): cooking, shopping prior to sesshin, electrical, carpentry, painting, computer, gardening, sewing, flower  
arranging, jobs prior to sesshin, other:  ___________________________________________________________________________

Physical conditions limiting participation: ________________________________________________________________________

ALL BLANKS ON APPLICATION FILLED IN? ___ Yes ___ No Revised 1-22-11
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Parking is Practice

Please park at least two blocks away and  

please be mindful of our neighbors.

Dawn Sitting

Weekdays, Monday–Friday, 6:00–7:00 am

Tuesday Evening

Two Sittings, 6:30–8:00 pm

Wednesday Evening

Two Sittings, 6:30–7:40 pm

Practice Seminar follows (until  

about 8:20 pm)

Thursday Evening

Two Sittings, 6:30–8:00 pm

Saturday Morning

8:30 am Work Practice

8:45 am Introductory Workshop  

  for newcomers;  Follow-up  

  instruction for those who have  

  attended introduction

9:00–Noon Three Sittings, Dharma Talk

First Sunday Morning Each Month

Three Sittings, 9:00–11:00 am

Schedule

FOLD

FOLD

Announcements

April Sesshin 

The Center will be closed for the five-day April sesshin 

from Tuesday, April 19 through Saturday, April 23. Daisan 

will resume Tuesday, April 26. 

June Sesshin  

The application period for the three-day June sesshin  

(6/16 – 6/19) begins on April 16.


